The photodissociation cross-section of SrCl + is measured in the spectral range of 36000 -46000 cm −1 using a modular time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS). By irradiating a sample of trapped SrCl + molecular ions with a pulsed dye laser, X 1 Σ + state molecular ions are electronically excited to the repulsive wall of the A 1 Π state, resulting in dissociation. Using the TOF-MS, the fragments are detected and the photodissociation cross-section is determined for a broad range of photon energies. Detailed ab initio calculations of the molecular potentials and spectroscopic constants are also performed and are found to be in good agreement with experiment. The spectroscopic constants for SrCl + are also compared to those of another alkaline earth chalcogen, BaCl + , in order to highlight structural differences between the two molecular ions. This work represents the first spectroscopy and ab initio calculations of SrCl + .
I. INTRODUCTION
Diatomic molecular ions hold immense promise for advances in both the fundamental and applied sciences. The internal structure of these species is complex relative to that of atoms, giving rise to rich physics and chemistry, yet their structure remains simple enough to allow control over all degrees of freedom [1] [2] [3] [4] . Already, work is underway using these ions to study chemical reactions at the quantum level [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , to understand important astrophysical processes [10] [11] [12] [13] , to perform precision measurement tests of fundamental physics [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and to implement quantum logic operations [19] [20] [21] . Molecular ions may also play a central role in the development of scalable quantum computation architectures [22] [23] [24] . Despite these important efforts to study and control diatomic molecular ions, progress has been slowed by one simple fact: there is very little spectroscopic data available for molecular ions.
The paucity of molecular ion spectroscopy is most likely attributed to several factors which conspire to make this spectroscopy more difficult than that of neutral molecules. First, molecular ions often exhibit short experimental lifetimes due to fast ion-molecule reactions and rapid diffusion under the influence of small electric fields 25 . Second, the Coulomb repulsion between ions typically limits available densities 26 to ∼ 10 8 cm −3 . Further, though a systematic review of the available spectroscopic data for small molecular ions was carried out by Berkowitz and Groeneveld 27 in 1983 in an effort to encourage the community, in recent years the majority of a) Electronic mail: teek24@ucla.edu b) Alternative address: St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, 188300; Division of Quantum Mechanics, St. Petersburg State University, 198904, Russia.
interest -with notable exceptions
28-34 -has shifted toward large molecular ions 35 , atomic and molecular clusters 36 , and multiply charged ions 37 . Therefore, for the burgeoning field of ultracold molecular-ion research to realize its full potential, new efforts in small molecular ion spectroscopy are required.
Here we present the first spectroscopic data to date of the molecular ion SrCl + . By trapping the molecular ions in a linear quadropole trap (LQT), the experimental lifetime of the molecular ions is extended, allowing them to be interrogated on convenient timescales. The A 1 Π ←X 1 Σ + dissociation cross-section is measured using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), and the corresponding molecular potentials and spectroscopic constants are calculated. By employing action spectroscopy, the sensitive techniques of mass spectrometry and ion detection can be used to mitigate the effect of small ion sample sizes. The motivation and composition of this report are similar to that of the first spectroscopic study 38 of another alkaline earth chalcogen, BaCl + . Due to the similarity of their rovibronic structures, SrCl + is a candidate for ultracold molecular ion experiments similar to those 4 currently underway using BaCl + . In addition, the experimentally convenient ground state rotational splitting of ∼ 6 GHz makes SrCl + a potentially attractive qubit for quantum information studies 24 . In the remainder of this manuscript, we outline the experimental apparatus, explain the spectroscopy protocol, and present the first spectroscopic data for SrCl + photodissociation. We also present the results of an ab initio calculation of the SrCl + structure, which show good agreement with the experimental data. We conclude with a comparison of SrCl + structure to that of BaCl + , which we have also recently determined 4 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The apparatus used to perform the action spectroscopy of SrCl + , shown in Figure 1 , consists of a LQT coupled to a modular TOF-MS similar to that reported in Ref. 39 . This device is housed in a vacuum chamber maintained at a background pressure of 10 −8 mbar. A pressed, annealed SrCl 2 pellet is mounted below the trap. The LQT has a field radius, r 0 , of 11.1 mm and an electrode radius, r e , of 6.35 mm. A trapping radiofrequency (rf) voltage is applied to all four electrodes with typical amplitude V rf = 120 V and frequency Ω = 2π×400 kHz, resulting in a Mathieu q-parameter of q = (4QV rf )/(mr 2 0 Ω 2 ) ≈ 0.48, where Q is the charge and m is the mass of SrCl + . The mass spectrum of trapped ions is recorded by using a pulsed, high-voltage scheme described in Ref. 39 , which creates a two-stage electric field that ejects the ions 40 into a radially-oriented TOF-MS.
The TOF-MS used in this experiment is a modified version of a device used previously 4, 38, 39 for spectroscopic studies of BaCl + . The primary modifications to this TOF-MS include the replacement of a channel electron multiplier with a micro-channel plate, the transition from spherical to cylindrical Einzel lenses, the lengthening of the field-free drift tube from 25.2 cm to 44.1 cm, and the inclusion of an adjustable skimmer. With these modifications, the mass resolution of the TOF-MS is experimentally verified to be a factor of ∼ 2 larger, and simulation has shown the detection efficiency is improved by an order of magnitude.
III. ACTION SPECTROSCOPY
The SrCl + photodissociation cross-section is measured as follows. The SrCl 2 pellet is ablated with a pulsed laser (Nd:YAG, 1064 nm, ∼1 mJ, ∼10 ns pulse), which creates a plume of fast-moving charged and neutral species. The LQT parameters are set such that only SrCl + or ions with a larger mass-to-charge ratio can be loaded 41 into the trap; however, SrCl + is the only species detected following this loading process. The V rf is ramped from 120 V to 60 V in 150 ms, a value where both SrCl + and any fragment Sr + produced by photodissociation can be co-trapped. While a room-temperature helium buffer gas has been used to collisionally cool trapped ions and improve the TOF-MS detection efficiency, with this improved apparatus the detection efficiency is adequate without buffer gas and therefore not used.
Once the trapped sample of SrCl + is initialized, the ions are exposed to pulses of light propagating along the axis of the LQT with a repetition rate r = 10 Hz for 1.1 s. This light is the frequency doubled output of a pulsed dye laser (PDL) pumped by 355 nm light from a tripled, pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The doubled PDL light can be tuned over the entire A 1 Π ←X 1 Σ + photodissociation cross-section (36000 -46000 cm −1 ) using four different Coumarin dyes. To mitigate sharp intensity fluctuations due to pointing instability, the beam is expanded to approach a roughly uniform intensity profile (∼ 5 mm in diameter) over the spatial extent of the ion cloud. Beam overlap with the ion cloud is achieved such that the photodissociation rate is maximized for each measurement. The pulse energy, E, is measured by an energy meter located near the exit viewport of the vacuum chamber and varies between 0.5 mJ and 2 mJ over the gain profiles of the laser dyes used, with a typical value of ∼ 1 mJ.
Following the photodissociation sequence, the trapping rf is switched off in ∼ 5 µs and high-voltage extraction pulses (2.0 and 1.8 kV) are applied with a < 1 µs rise time to laterally-paired LQT rods, which eject the ions into the TOF-MS 39 . Figure 2 shows typical mass spectra with and without exposure to the PDL light, with observable Sr + production in the former case. Mass spectra without the PDL are recorded prior to each measurement as a control to ensure that detected Sr + ions are produced solely by photodissociation. Furthermore, due to an occasional reaction between trapped Sr + fragments and background gas, SrOH + peaks are also included in the photodissociation fraction, similar to a reaction involving Ba + previously observed in Ref. 39 . By measuring the amount of Sr + relative to the initial amount of SrCl + , a photodissociation fraction, η can be extracted and used to calculate the photodissociation cross-section, σ, at wavenumber K, as:
where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and I is the effective PDL intensity given by (E × r)/A, where A is the beam area. By repeating the process at each wavenumber K the photodissociation cross-section is measured in steps of 50 cm −1 as shown in Figure 3 . Each point in this data set represents the average of ten experimental cycles, each ∼3 s in duration. Statistical error in the experiment, identified by the error bars, arises in the measurement of beam intensity, pulse energy, and photodissociation fraction at each PDL wavenumber. Typical statistical error is determined to be 6% for each data point. Long timescale drifts in the PDL beam shape and intensity makes it necessary to take data in intervals of ∼1000 cm −1 . To calibrate each interval, crosssection values are remeasured and normalized to those of previously measured intervals. This normalization factor is typically found to be between 0.3 and 1. To calibrate the absolute magnitude of the cross-section, we normalize this data to the known photodissociation cross-section of BaCl +4 (shown in Figure 3 ), which we also measure with this apparatus. This normalization factor is found to be 2.65, and along with the interval normalization, is the dominant source of systematic error, which is estimated to be ≤ 10×.
IV. THEORY
To identify this photodissociation pathway, we have calculated the 1 Σ and 1 Π non-relativistic electronic potentials of the SrCl + molecule dissociating to the Sr + ( 2 S)+Cl( 2 P ), Sr + ( 2 D)+Cl( 2 P ), and Sr + ( 2 P )+Cl( 2 P ) limits, shown in Figure 4a . The potential energies, transition and permanent dipole moments for the X 1 Σ + and A 1 Π potentials, which are relevant for our experimental measurements, have been calculated using the coupled cluster method with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations (CCSD(T)) for the ground X state and coupled cluster equation of mo- Using the CCSD(T) and EOM-CSSD methods described above, the electronic dipole matrix element as a function of internuclear separation R for the A 1 Π ← X 1 Σ + transition is also calculated and shown in Figure 4b . With this dipole moment function and the molecular potentials for these states, LeRoy s BCONT program 46 is used to calculate a thermally-averaged theoretical photodissociation cross-section shown in Fig. 3 . For this calculation, it is assumed that the SrCl + rovibrational degrees of freedom are in equilibrium with the 300 K blackbody radiation of the vacuum chamber. As seen in Fig. 3 , the agreement between the measured and predicted cross-section is good. Given that we estimate a systematic error in the absolute cross-section measurement of ≤ 10×, the similarity of the measured and calculated magnitudes of the cross-section may indicate that error estimates are overly conservative. The slight horizontal shift between the measured and calculated cross-sections could be attributed to inaccuracies of either the ab initio molecular potentials or the dipole moment function. Given that the current calculation is non-relativistic this shift is not surprising.
The spectroscopic constants for the states relevant to this work are give in Table I ; constants 4 for the same states in BaCl + are also presented for comparison. The equillibrium bond lengths for these molecules, and therefore the rotational constants, are very similiar. However, we observe that the ground and first excited state potentials of SrCl + are less deep than those of BaCl + . To understand this relationship, we analyze the permanent dipole moments and the charge distributions for the ground state of both molecules. Figure 5 shows the permanent dipole moment of the X state of BaCl + and SrCl + as a function of internuclear separation R defined relative to the center of mass of each molecule, i.e. its center of rotation. The two dashed lines in either panel correspond to the dipole moment of two limiting charge distributions. The ones labeled by Ba + Cl and Sr + Cl correspond to a dipole moment for a singly charged barium or strontium ion and a neutral chlorine atom. The other dashed line in either panel corresponds to the dipole moment for a doubly charged barium or strontium ion and a negatively charged chlorine anion.
Our calculations show that for R ≤ 8a 0 for SrCl + and R ≤ 9a 0 for BaCl + , the electronic wavefunction is "ionic" in character, dominated by configurations that contain the closed shell Sr 2+ and Cl − and Ba 2+ and Cl − ions, respectively. At separations larger than 8a 0 or 9a 0 , respectively, the electronic wavefunctions rapidly change to a covalently bonded state with neutral chlorine and ionic strontium and barium. The numerical dipole moments tend to the dipole moments predicted by the corresponding limiting charge distributions. Because the double ionization potential 47 of Sr is larger than that of Ba, we expect the ionic coupling of BaCl + to be stronger than that of SrCl + , which is supported by the relative difference in photodissociation energies of these molecules.
V. SUMMARY
We have described the use of an integrated linear ion trap and time-of-flight mass spectrometer to record the photodissociation cross-section of SrCl + in the spectral range of 36000 -46000 cm −1 . Ab initio molecular potentials and transition moments were calculated. These calculations indicate that the A 1 Π ← X 1 Σ + transition is responsible for the observed photodissociation signal and show good agreement with the measurement. Based on these calculations spectroscopic constants for the lowest two electronic states of SrCl + were reported. As outlined in the introduction, a new effort for producing and studying ultracold molecular ions is rapidly emerging in physics and chemistry. This effort, despite notable results, is hampered by a significant lack of small molecular ion spectroscopic data. The work presented here provides the first spectroscopic data for SrCl + , an interesting candidate for these studies. It also outlines the design and use of an apparatus which overcomes many of the challenges of molecular ion spectroscopy and should be applicable to higher resolution spectroscopic studies, e.g pre-and multi-photon dissociation spectroscopy. Nonetheless, for the field of ultracold molecular ions to reach its full potential a renewed effort from the community in small molecular ion spectroscopy is required.
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